A weekly series of education themed seminars on the Karori campus. Regularly held on Wednesdays 4.40-5.30pm. University staff, students, and community stakeholders are invited to attend and participate.

**Insights from Fulbrights**

**Lauren Maples, Kate Raffile, Seth Hoffman, Hakan Armagan, Shahnaz Sahnow**

The Faculty of Education has been hosting a group of teachers conferred the Distinguished Teacher Award, 2015, from the US Fulbright Foundation. These teachers have been exploring a range of educational and pedagogical issues, including sustainability education, literacy approaches, and the power of the performing arts, in a variety of New Zealand primary and secondary school settings.

As their Fulbright Scholarship draws to a close, you are invited to an extended seminar to hear about their experiences and professional learning journeys.

**Wednesday 27 May, 3.30-5pm**

Karori Campus, GR 311